Abstract-Contextual information, such as the cooccurrence of objects and the spatial and relative size among objects provides deep and complex information about scenes. It also can play an important role in improving object detection. In this work, we present two contextual models (rescoring and re-labeling models) that leverage contextual information (16 contextual relationships are applied in this paper) to enhance the stateof-the-art RCNN-based object detection (Faster RCNN). We experimentally demonstrate that our models lead to enhancement in detection performance using the most common dataset used in this field (MSCOCO).
I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection is an essential problem in computer vision. It is grouped into two sub-problems: detection of specific object and detection of object categories [1] . The former aims to detect an instance of a specific object (e.g., my face, my dad's car), whereas the latter is to detect instances of predefined object classes (e.g. cars, dogs). The second type of detection, which is the focus of this paper, is also known as generic object detection or object categories detection. The goal of this detection is to determine whether an instance of the object categories is present in the image or not, returning the location and the probability of them being present.
Interestingly, since 2010, a leap in the performance of object detection and recognition methods took place, when Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) were reintroduced. CNNs have been the dominant in computer vision tasks and the state-of-the-art detectors [22] . For comparison and discussion of the state-of-the-art detection methods, we refer the reader to [14, 22] .
Contextual information plays an important role in visual recognition for both human and computer vision systems. Figure 1a shows an object isolated from its context, which seems hard to be identified not only by systems but even by some humans, whereas when presented in context (Figure 1b) , it can be classified with less effort (i.e. it is a cup). This example illustrates the fact that contextual information carries rich information about visual scenes. In terms of object recognition, it could be defined as cues captured from a scene that presents knowledge about objects locations, size and object-to-object relationships. Due to the importance of contextual information, it has been studied in [4, 6, 8, 15, 19, 23] . 1) To what extent do semantic, spatial and scale relationships enhance the detection performance? and 2) can contextual information be used to relabel and correct false detection?
The novelty of this paper lies in proposed 16 contextual relationships that were used in rescoring and relabeling false detection upon the contextual reasoning among the detected objects. This paper is organized as follows: First, we review previous work, including an overview of contextual information (Section II). The approach applied in this paper, including dataset used and the proposed models, are presented in Section III. Three experiments including a comparison between the proposal contextual rescoring and relabeling models and the baseline detector are illustrated in Section IV.
II. RELATED WORK
Context is defined as "a statistical property of the world we live in and provides critical information to help us solve perceptual inference tasks faster and more accurately" [19] . We can add that contextual information is any data obtained from an object's own statistical property and/or from its vicinity including intra-class and inter-class details. Biederman et al. [3] state that there are five categories of object-environment dependencies, which are categorized as "(i) interposition: objects interrupt their background, (ii) support: objects often rest on surfaces, (iii) probability: objects tend to be found in some environments but not others, (iv) position: given an object in a scene, it is often found in some positions but not others, and (v) familiar size: objects have a limited set of sizes relative to other objects." Galleguillos and Belongie [8] grouped those relationships into three main categories, which are (i) Semantic (Probability), which is also known as co-occurrence, defined as "the likelihood of an object to be found [presented] in some scenes but not others". For example, a car is more likely to be seen on a road rather than in a bedroom, which then makes it more likely to co-occur with other objects presented in road (e.g. traffic lights), (ii) Spatial (interposition, support and position), is defined as "the likelihood of finding an object in some position and not others with respect to other objects in the scene". For example, a keyboard is more likely to be presented next to a monitor than next to a fork, (iii) Scale (familiar size) concerns the size of objects with respect to other objects in the same scenes. In this paper, we follow the same categories.
Contextual information has been studied previously, such as object localization [6] , out-of-context detection [5] , image annotation [17] , and image understanding [7] . It has been widely studied in a series of work to improve detection. Semantic context shows improved performance in detection when applied in several studies, such as [12] . Although semantic relationships seem to provide a strong cue for disambiguating objects, adding more relations seems to improve detection even further. According to Bar et al. [2] , who examined the consequences of pairwise spatial relations between objects, suggesting that encoding proper spatial relations among objects may decrease error rates in recognizing objects. Many studies have included spatial context concerning only above, below, left and right relationships such as [19] . Others also added other types of spatial features such as around and inside [9] . Lu et al, furthermore, added more relations such as taller than, pushing, carrying etc [16] . According to Biederman et al. [3] , familiar size class is a contextual relation based on the scales of an object with respect to others, where such contextual information may also establish deeper knowledge about objects.
III. APPROACH
We use the Faster RCNN detector as the baseline detector and the MSCOCO2017 dataset for our experiments. Our approach follows the following steps; first, running Faster RCNN detector on COCO2017 training images to obtain the detected objects in each image (III-A and III-B). Second, 16 relationships among the detected objects are determined. These relations are categorized as co-occurrence, spatial and scale (III-C). Third, after relationships are determined, a feature vector for the scene is constructed (III-D). Four, an ANN classifier is trained and tested on the validation images, only images with more than one object detected are used due to the need of investigating the contextual information among objects (III-E).
A. Detection Method: Faster RCNN Shaoqing et al [21] proposed Faster RCNN, which uses a network that can be trained to take features and inputted into an ROI pooling layer. Hence, Faster RCNN feeds the entire image into CNN, where regions are extracted and then fed to other layers (ROI pooling, fully connected layers). Faster RCNN has been implemented in a variety of articles studying the importance of contextual information (e.g. [10, 11, 15] ), and it is still one of the state-of-theart detection methods, and due to some of its advantages (e.g. speed, accuracy), it is also used as the baseline detector in this paper.
B. Dataset: MSCOCO
MSCOCO (Common Objects in Contexts) is a wellknown dataset in the area of context-based object detection. It was introduced by Microsoft in 2015. It consists of 80 common classes, where common is defined by [13] as "objects types that would be easily recognizable by a 4 year old boy". It is composed of more than 120k images for training and validation and about 40k images for testing COCO. Therefore, MSCOCO2017 has been chosen for this paper's experiments due to the efficiency of it fitting the purpose of this paper, as it, on average, consists of 7.3 objects per image [14] .
C. Types of Context
Three categories of contextual information are used in this paper.
1) Semantic Context: Semantic context concerns cooccurrence among objects presented in the dataset. In this work, co-occurrence between objects is positive when they are presented in the same image. Figure 2 shows a normalized matrix presenting the cooccurrence between MSCOCO dataset object categories. Co-occurrence statistics are determined based on the training images only: Figure 2a shows the co-occurrence Matrix for all objects in MSCOCO (80 objects), whereas Figure 2b shows only seven objects, for clarity purpose. As can be seen in Figure 2b , the Person class co-occurs with all other classes, as person is likely to appear in (human captured) outdoor and indoor scenes.
2) Spatial Context: Spatial relations are meant to define the configuration of objects relative to each others. In this paper, we use five main groups of spatial relationship, which are overlapping, near to, far from, central relations and boundary relations, each of the central and boundary relationships consists of above, below, left and right relationships. The same is applied for all sides (i.e. below, left, right) for both relations. Moreover, overlapping ratio is considered positive (i.e., yes) when the Intersection over Union (IoU) value of objects is 0.5 or above.
For all spatial relationships equations, refer to Table I. Note that for each detected window w, BBox is defined as [x, y, w, h]; where x and y are the top-left coordinates and w and h are the width and high respectively. Ref, furthermore, represents the reference object, and Obj is other objects. 
where Refx < Objx
3) Scale Context: Scale context concerns the size of objects, where three scale relationships are used in this paper, which are larger than, small than and equal to. Refer to Table II, for how those relationships are mathematically measured. 
D. Input Features
Features that include the detected object and the relationships among them are inputted in the classifiers. Relationships during training and testing stages are calculated using the equations in Tables II and I . After the baseline detector predicts the bounding box for each object, they are used as in a post-process stage. The length of those features varies upon the number of relationships used. In other words, the length of the feature vector is the length of relationships multiply the number of detected objects plus the confidence value of the reference object, as presented in Table III . 
E. Classifier
For the experiments in this paper, we have used a trainscg (scaled conjugate gradient back-propagation) Neural Network approach in MATLAB [18] . Scaled conjugate gradient (SCG), a supervised learning algorithm, is a network training function used to update weight and bias value according to the scaled conjugate gradient method [20] . trainscg was implemented as explained here [18] . The standard network consists of a two-layer feed-forward network, with a sigmoid transfer function in the hidden layer, and a softmax transfer function in the output layer. Several numbers of hidden neurons were tested (i.e. 25, 50, 80, 100, 150, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000), and classifiers with 1000 Hidden Neurons (HNs) performed best on MSCOCO. Therefore, 1000 (HNs) classifier is chosen to be used in all experiments presented in this paper, which is used to rescore detected objects confidence and relabel them. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We present three different experiments, to demonstrate the performance of the proposed context models and to what extent contextual information improves the accuracy of detection.
A. Experiment One: Contextual relations analysis
In this experiment, we examine each relationship and a combination of relationships to investigate their impacts on the performance of the detection, and how they can rescore detected objects' confidences based on context. As presented in Table IV , AUC scores for the combinations of relationships and the baseline detectors are presented, where most relationships models over-perform the detector, whereas, we can also see that detector shows better scores in some cases (e.g., Boundary Relations) which could be due to the high variations between the contextual relationships among the detected objects. Standard Deviation (STD) values for each relationship is also presented as shown between brackets to show the difference is scores where five trials were used for each relationship.
B. Experiment Two: Combined model
Experiment one shows that the proposed models obtain higher AUC scores than the baseline detector in the majority of the cases. We, therefore, in this experiment, combined all relationships into one model. Detector threshold values are set as [0.5, 0.6, 0.7] in this experiment, because we assume applying different threshold values may enable the detector, in some cases, to detect more objects. Table V shows a comparison in AUC scores between our approach (all-relationships model) and the baseline detector. AUC scores of our contextual model is higher than the detector in all three cases. Figure 3 , furthermore, shows some outputs for our model to illustrate the performance compared with the detector on how objects confidences are re-rated based on their vicinity. Noticeably our model drops the incorrect sheep detection score from 0.9161 to 0.0937, which is incorrectly detected-it is actually a dog. We assume sheep often appear in different spatial and scale configuration compared to what is detected with respect to the sizes of other detected objects.
C. Experiment Three: Re-labeling
In this experiment, we propose a model that relabels detected objects based on context. This model is developed upon the success of our rescoring model. Our relabeling model is implemented as follows. First, we set a threshold value (T) for our model as 0.4. Second, we apply our rescoring model, objects with scores less than T are passed into our relabeling model. Third, the top five possibilities obtained from the detector including the reference objects are passed into our re-scoring model. If any are re-scored with a higher value than T, they are considered as the new labeled object, if none is higher, the reference object will be removed and considered as background. Fourth, after new labels are determined, all objects including the new labels are passed again into our re-scoring model, to obtain the new confidences. Our proposed re-labeling approach is illustrated in Figure Original Furthermore, re-labeling model, as presented in Table  VI , obtain higher AUC scores than the baseline detector and the re-scoring model. This is because the re-labeling model is not just re-rating objects confidences, but also suggesting new objects labels and removing objects with low confidences. In addition, we also use average precision (AP) and its mean (mAP), where IoU threshold is 0.5, and F1 score as other evaluation metrics to show how effect our re-labeling model is. Results of using those evaluation metrics are presented in Table VII . It can be clear that the relabeling model achieves better detection performance in terms of improving both mean average precision (mAP) and F1. Figure 5 shows images, where the detected objects are re-labeled. From the top; each row represent results obtained from the detector with threshold 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 respectively. In the top row images, we see how snowboard is relabeled to skis, where person is removed. Images followed, chair is relabeled to bench, that can be due to the difference in scale and spatial configuration between chair and bench. In the row before the last, we see how our model relabeled book to knife due to its context, as knife is more likely to appear in such context with such objects. However, the model can also lead to negative relabelling, as shown in the last row. Dining table was relabeled incorrectly as cake. V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we present a machine learning technique that can be integrated into most of object detection methods as a post-processing step, to improve detection performance and help to correct false detection based on the contextual information encoded from the scene. As illustrated, experimental results show that our models obtain higher AUC scores (≈ 0.02) compared to the state-of-the-art baseline detector (Faster RCNN), as well as higher mAP and F1 scores. This paper shows that semantic, spatial and scale relationships enhance the detection performance, where correcting and relabeling false detection can be also attempted. A deeper investigation of spatial and scale contexts, and the interaction between objects appearances and contextual features are to be explored and modelled as an end-to-end pipeline is preliminary and left as future work.
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